The present invention relates to certain new and useful improvements in a sitz bath pan and has to do with a special adaptation which constitutes an advance in the art.

Persons conversant with the art to which the instant invention relates are aware that following surgery involving, for example, a hemorrhoidal operation, the patient is instructed, perhaps required, to sit in water as hot as he or she can tolerate for approximately twenty minutes three times a day and for a period ranging from six to eight weeks after leaving the hospital. A current method of achieving the desired result is for the patient to disrobe, draw a small amount of hot water, say three inches or so in depth, in his bathtub and sit in the water employing, as is usually the case, an inflated rubber ring for comfort and support. Where the patient is over-weight and at the same time elderly and is called upon to follow this procedure for an extended period, he is indeed confronted with a task getting in and out of the tub and taxing his strength and recovery reserves. Others working in this art have long since recognized and evaluated the problem and have attempted to solve it in one manner or another. It can be assumed that practical efforts in this direction have to do with a portable sitz bath pan or basin, one which may be associated with one's home toilet, that is cooperatively aligned with the hopper or bowl and the usual hinged seat ring. One such example would be the bidet of the Da Silva Patent 2,251,039, and the other one a composite or two-part adaptation offered in the Oliver patent, 2,450,607. The last-named patent has to do with a basin arranged to assume a position within an opening, the usual opening, in a toilet seat in conjunction with a ring having an annular depending flange adapted to be seated within the opening and having provided means for supporting the basin with the rim thereof in annular spaced relation with the flange. The first-named Patent 2,251,039 has to do with a paper, rubber or single-use metal adaptation capable of being conveniently packed and transported by the user or employed as a permanent fixture of a bathroom. The present invention resides in the increased capacity in that provision is made for approximately eight quarts of hot water and with this arrangement it is possible for the user to maintain a more even and desired temperature of water during the application of the bath water.

In addition to being simple, practical, economical, rigid and of one-piece construction with no separate parts to break or get out of order the present adaptation is unique in that it has a supporting flange which is located under the seat, is rigid and foolproof. With the arrangement shown the patient's body does not contact the supporting flange at any time while the pan is being used.

The present invention is also original in that it is characterized by a receptacle portion the bottom of which has a drain hole and a plug, this being an exclusive feature in that it enables the user to remove and store the empty pan after it has been used. Manifestly the weight of two gallons of water is a burdensome and sometimes dangerous load for a weakened patient to cope with. Then, too, with this adaptation there is little or no chance of spilling the water while trying to remove and empty the full pan as in prior art adaptations.

The fact that the supporting flange is interposed or sandwiched between the top of the bowl's water circulating and distributing rim and the underneath side of the usual ring-type seat makes for comfort of the natural toilet seat for hospital or home use.

In prior art adaptations the receptacle or fluid container has its vertical wall situated inside the opening in the toilet seat which, of course, reduces the diameter and inside circumference of the seat and thus prevents the region of the patient's body receiving the treatment from being effectively immersed in the bath water.

The present invention also features the adoption and use of circumferentially spaced overflow slots at the requisite level which work together to maintain a constant water level in the pan during the initial immersion at the beginning of the treatment and continue to maintain it throughout the entire twenty minute treatment.

It will be further noted that the overflow outlets or slots are situated below the actual level of the flat top surface of the bowl's rim with the result that there would never be any spillage on the floor or moisture on the seat by reason of accidental water displacement particularly at the beginning of the treatment.

These together with other objects and advantages which will become subsequently apparent reside in the details of construction and operation as more fully hereinafter described and claimed, reference being had to the accompanying drawing forming a part hereof, wherein like numerals refer to like parts throughout, and in which:

**FIGURE 1** is a view in section and elevation showing a conventional home toilet bowl with bowl, tank, seat ring down, cover up and with the improved sitz bath pan installed and readied for use; 2. **FIGURE 2** is a top plan view with the seat ring up and showing the supporting flange of the pan which view may be said to be approximately on the plane of the line 2--2 of **FIGURE 1**; and 3. **FIGURE 3** is a fragmentary vertical sectional view taken approximately on the central line 3--3 of **FIGURE 2** looking in the direction of the arrows.

With reference first to **FIGURE 1** the hopper or bowl is denoted generally by the numeral 6 and it is obviously of conventional construction and the top of the bowl proper is provided with a water circulating and distributing rim 8 which usually has a flat or a substantially flat top side or surface 10. The flush tank is denoted at 12, the seat or seat ring at 14, cover at 16, hinge means at 18, and rubber spacing feet on the bottom of the seat at 20. Thus the description so far covers a conventional or standard type flush toilet.

The improved portable readily insertable and removable sitz bath pan or container is denoted as an entity by the numeral 22. It is made of suitable rigid shape-sustaining sheet material such as non-corrodible metal, an appropriate grade of commercial plastics or whatever the manufacturer finds most suitable for commercializing the invention. There is a bottom the major portion 24 of which is horizontal, a vertical wall 26, and a rearwardly and downwardly slanting or sloping forwardly disposed bottom portion 28. The upper open end of the receptacle portion is provided with a horizontal endless imperforate supporting flat-faced flange 30 the major portion 32 of which is of ovate shape in plan to conform to and rest firmly on the bowl surface 10. The rear central portion 34 of the flange is suitably narrowed and cut straight across to avoid interference with the existing or cus-
omary hinge means 18 as perhaps satisfactorily shown in FIGURE 1. The aforementioned circumferentially spaced overflow slots are denoted at 36 and are not only in a plane below the flange means 30 but just below the plane of the surface 10. The rearwardly disposed eccentric drainage hole or opening 36 in the bottom wall is diametrically opposite to the sloping portion of the bottom and may be provided with an appropriate bushing or liner 38 held in place by a supporting flange 40 and thus providing a drain hole for the insertable and removable drain closing plug 42. This plug is mounted on a pull chain 44 the upper accessible end of which is anchored on the central rearward portion of the flange as at 46.

It will be evident that the under-the-seat supporting flange 30 resting firmly on the surface 10 provides adequate support for the overall hot water containing pan 22. The flange also serves to support the button-like feet 20 as illustrated in FIGURE 1 and, of course, the significant thing to note is that the seat ring 14 is the surface on which the patient sits in the manner illustrated in phantom lines in FIGURE 1. The sitz bath pan construction revealed with its wide flat flange will fit any of the various sizes and shapes of modern stools or bowls which are being used today. Prior art adaptations are apparently practical only on toilet constructions which conform to the size and shape of the exact pan itself. This factor alone is a matter worthy of objective consideration. The construction which results from the shape simplicity itself and provides smooth available surfaces which are easier to sterilize and maintain in a sanitary condition for both hospital and home use.

It is submitted that the invention which will serve the intended purposes not only of enthusiastic users but will comply with the demands of manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers. Then, too, nurses and physicians will unquestionably be ready to endorse the invention from the standpoint of practicability and safe and reliable usefulness.

It is further believed that a further consideration of the specification in conjunction with the views of the drawing and the invention as claimed will enable the reader to obtain a clear and comprehensive understanding of the construction, the features and advantages and mode of using the invention. Under such circumstances a more extended description is believed to be unnecessary.

The foregoing is considered as illustrative only of the principles of the invention. Further, since numerous modifications and changes will readily occur to those skilled in the art, it is not desired to limit the invention to the exact construction and operation shown and described, and accordingly all suitable modifications and equivalents may be resorted to, falling within the scope of the invention as claimed.

What is claimed as new is as follows:

1. For use in conjunction with a conventional type toilet bowl provided with a flushing rim having a substantially flat top surface and a hingedly mounted seat the bottom side of which is opposed to and parallel with the top surface when the seat is in use; a sitz bath pan having a receptacle portion including a bottom, the rearward half-portion thereof being substantially flat and horizontal when in use, the forward half-portion being inclined and sloping rearwardly and downwardly toward and merging into said rearward half-portion, and an upwardly vertically disposed wall joined to and rising from said bottom, said upstanding wall being provided at the top thereof with a flat-faced laterally projecting endless pan-seating and supporting flange which is adapted to seat itself atop said top surface, said top portion of said upstanding wall being provided with a plurality of equidistant circumferentially spaced overflow slots, said slots ranging completely around the circumference of the wall and being in close proximity to the underside of said flange, said slots functioning to mark the expected level of the water contained in said receptacle portion and also providing for the overflow of water to the toilet bowl when the pan is being used, that portion of the wall below said slots being wholly imperforate, the receptacle portion of said pan being of a capacity capable of accommodating approximately eight quarts of hot water, capable of maintaining a necessary even water temperature for a prescribed 20-minute sitz bath, said flange being imperforate throughout, the rear segmental portion of said flange diametrically opposite to the aforementioned inclined bottom portion being relatively narrow and with the marginal edge cut straight across.

2. The structure defined in claim 1, and wherein said bottom wall is provided with an eccentrically positioned drain hole, a manually insertable and removable closing plug fitting into said drain hole, and a pull chain connected at a lower end with said plug and having an upper end connected to the rearward portion of the flange adjacent to said relatively narrow rearward portion, said drain hole being positioned diametrically opposite said inclined portion whereby the latter facilitates expeditious draining of water from the receptacle portion by way of said drain hole.
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